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INQUIRIES AND INNOVATIONS
Christie Isom

A Picture Is Worth a Thousand Words: 
A Kindergarten Illustration Study

Each year my kindergarten classroom hums with the sounds of 
young authors talking to their peers about writing or simply 

“stretching” out words so they can write the sounds they hear to 
compose a sentence. Markers, pencils, paper—all the necessary 
tools are scattered about as they think, write, and publish. I have 
always held the belief that even young students can write, not just 
form letters correctly, but write. Write to communicate. Write to 
entertain. Write to inform. Write to tell a story. Throughout the 
years, writer’s workshop in my classroom has evolved, just as it 
should, as I have grown as a teacher and a workshop “facilitator.” 
This year would be no different as I embarked on a new adventure 
of using mentor texts and creating a unit of study to further my 
students’ abilities to be authors and, in particular, illustrators. 

Background and Theory

Why choose an illustration study as a writing unit for my 
kindergarteners? As I began to think about creating this unit for 
my young learners, I asked the questions that I always ask when I 
am ready to try something new in my classroom:

• Is this developmentally appropriate?

• Is this research-based and best practice? 

• Is this authentic learning with meaning and purpose?

The work of Katie Wood Ray (2010) would answer my questions 
in the affirmative and guide me to the decision of developing 
an illustration study. Ray explains that making picture books is 
“playful exploration,” and children are “willing to approximate 
and try on the roles of writers and illustrators” (p. 10). The NAEYC 
Position Statement: Developmentally Appropriate Practice in Early 
Childhood Programs (2009) explains that as children act out roles 
and make plans, they develop self-regulation. “Active scaffolding 
of imaginative play” (NAEYC, 2009, p. 15) will also benefit the 
children’s cognitive, linguistic, social, and emotional growth. If 
children are given opportunities from very young ages to engage 
and see others engaged in imaginative play, their play will develop 
into high-level dramatic play, which contributes to this overall 
growth (NAEYC, 2009). Adults can help support, or scaffold, a child’s 
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understanding to more complex vocabulary.) As I had searched 
libraries, bookstores, and colleagues’ book collections to gather 
my mentor texts, I happened upon a perfect book to launch our 
illustration study: Dog Loves Drawing by Louise Yates (2012). The 
book is about a dog that tells a story through the illustrations he 
draws, each page becoming more detailed and more imaginative. 
My students thoroughly enjoyed the book and could not wait 
to see what Dog would draw on the next page. Of course, the 
highlight of this book was Dog’s deep love for reading and 
writing and how they are connected. During my second reading 
of the book, I modeled how to notice interesting aspects of an 
illustration by using a think-aloud strategy. As I read, I stopped 
and told the students what I was noticing and thinking about a 
particular illustration. For example, I might say, “I notice there are 
curved and wavy lines in the ocean’s water. It makes me wonder if 
the illustrator put the lines there to show that the water is moving.”   

Days 2-3: Reading Immersion

To begin Day 2 of the workshop, I reviewed the study expectations 
and how to “read like a writer” (Ray & Cleaveland, 2004, p.14). 
I remind the students that when we “read like a writer,” we are 
thinking about how the text is written rather than the meaning of 
the text. In the case of the illustration study, we are noticing how 
the illustrations are created or what interesting techniques the 
illustrator used to convey a particular meaning, tone, or emotion. 
Using the mentor text Mud by Mary Lyn Ray (1996), I modeled 
again how to notice appealing aspects of illustrations, jotting my 
ideas on a sticky note and placing it on the page in the book for 
future referral (Ray, 1996). Students were introduced to a stack 
of mentor texts and were divided into writing partners. In pairs, 
the children explored and talked about books, making notes with 
words or pictures on sticky notes to share later in the workshop. 
As I circulated through the room monitoring students at work, I 
offered questions to help guide their thinking and noticings. At 
the end of the workshop time, pairs shared with other pairs or 
pairs shared with the whole group.

Days 4-12: Immersion and Close Study

During the illustration study, immersion and close study occur 
at the same time. In typical genre studies, several days may be 
spent in the immersion phase, reading many examples or books 
so students get a feel for the genre before moving to close study. In 
the illustration study, it is easier to read a book first for familiarity 
and then study the illustrations closely to develop your thinking 
before moving onto another mentor text (Ray, 2010). This is 
the process I used with my kindergarten students. We began by 
reading a mentor text, discussing and answering questions about 
the meaning of the story first. Then, we would go page by page, 
observing and studying the illustrations and other text features. 
On a noticing chart, I wrote everything that the students observed 
and said about each page we studied in the book. I chose to write 
every student’s noticing so their ideas are validated and students 
are willing to share their thoughts. The noticing chart that 
I used, as seen in Figure 1, had space for examples or pictorial 

imaginative play in writing by providing materials (books, paper, 
crayons, etc.) and modeling writing, like making a list for the grocery 
store, while children are involved in creative play. Ray discusses that as 
children make books, they are constantly making decisions, building 
stamina, and being engaged in the creative process (2010). These are 
skills and habits that will benefit students in lifelong learning. Students 
will also learn how to “read like writers” and develop a habit of mind 
to notice and think about how a text is written (Ray & Cleaveland, 
2004). Ray (2010) also posits that “illustrators make decisions about 
pictures for the same reasons writers make decisions about words” 
(p. 18). When illustrating, students make intentional decisions about 
creating pictures so they can portray a tone or mood with color or 
technique, develop a character with specifically drawn details, show 
movement or action, or construct a well-sequenced story. The same 
is true with writing. Authors make intentional decisions about 
word choice, sentence structure, and paragraph organization to 
express tone, develop characters, create a story line, and craft several 
elements of good writing. As the teacher or facilitator of the writer’s 
workshop, it is important to share your thinking and discuss the 
connections between illustrations and writing with your students. 
Martinez, Roser, and Dooley (2003) also offered insight into using an 
illustration study with young children. When responding to picture 
books, young children may be more “attuned to the illustrator’s craft 
rather than the author’s craft” (Martinez, Roser, & Dooley, 2003, p. 
224). If students are going to be more likely to respond and comment 
on an illustration, we should capitalize on their natural interest about 
illustrations to begin teaching the qualities of good writing.  

Notes From a Kindergarten Classroom–An Illustration Study

Day 1: Vision and Introduction of the Study

I began writer’s workshop by telling my students that we were 
going to study the illustrations of several books to learn how 
an illustrator creates the pictures and explore how they make 
those decisions to complement the text. (My explanations to 
the students are in kid-friendly language as I scaffold their 
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alternated between a few days of close study of a text and a few days 
of writing. For two or three days, we were involved in reading and 
studying the illustrations in a mentor text and writing our noticings 
on charts. Then, the students took a few days to work on writing 
their own picture books, influenced by the books and illustrators we 
had studied. On writing days, I began the workshop by modeling 
writing in my own picture book and using think-alouds as I tried 
out new illustration techniques. Modeling for young students 
is one of the most important strategies to support their writing 
development. Calkins and Mermelstein (2003) remind us that as we 
demonstrate or model the writing process, each student will attend 
to the parts that he or she can use. We need to be careful not to over 
explain to students what we are doing but to “trust in the power 
of demonstration” (Calkins & Mermelstein, 2003, p. 4). While the 
children were writing, I conferred with students, furthering their 
skills as individual writers, or had a minilesson with a small group 
of children if their needs were similar. 

Days 13-20: Draft and Revise 

During this phase of the study, students wrote and made picture 
books that were inspired by the study of illustrations. Ray describes 
this as “writing under the influence of the study” (Ray, 2006, p. 
111). I continued to model writing often and began minilessons 
with the whole class and small groups. I determined topics for my 
minilessons based on what the students had noticed in the mentor 
texts as well as their current instructional needs. Conferring with 
individual students was also a priority so I could differentiate the 
curriculum as needed. Figure 2 shows a few topics for minilessons 
and conferences, but the possibilities for topics are numerous. For 
minilessons on illustration techniques, Katie Wood Ray (2010) 
details a number of techniques with possible mentor texts to support 
the teaching of these techniques in her book In Pictures and Words: 
Teaching the Qualities of Good Writing Through Illustration Study. 

representations of their noticings as well. The picture examples 
helped to support my students who were emerging readers. The 
noticing chart is where I began to develop my pedagogical tools 
for teaching minilessons and conferring. We would finish one 
book before beginning the same process with another mentor 
text. When choosing mentor texts, I gathered books with a variety 
of illustrations that represented different techniques and used 
various kinds of artistic materials, such as watercolors, cut paper, 
and drawings combined with photographs. We repeated the 
process of close study with a mentor text several times so that 
students were immersed in the study of illustrations. Additionally, 
I chose books with rich illustrations to use throughout the day for 
read-alouds in other areas of language arts and in other content 
areas like science and social studies. 

During this time, my young students also began “trying out” new 
ideas that they noticed in the mentor texts. They had made many 
noticings: Illustrators draw different kinds of lines to show motion, 
sometimes only part of an object is showing in an illustration, 
and illustrators can “zoom in” on an object by drawing it very 
large. Students drew illustrations in their writer’s notebooks, 
and they began making picture books on a topic of their choice. 
It is not practical for young writers to wait until this phase of 
the study is over to begin writing and making books. Students 
should try the work of the study or new ideas they are learning 
from their noticings very soon after you begin the study. The 
active engagement of drawing and writing is a more effective 
strategy for younger writers so they can try out what they are 
learning. Their vision for how they should draw and write will 
change to more closely resemble the books they have studied 
as they continually write pieces and explore more mentor texts. 
However, in genre studies for older students, it is important that 
these experienced writers spend time studying the genre and gain 
a vision for their writing before beginning drafts (Ray, 2006). I 

Figure 1. Noticing chart with pictorial representations. 

Minilesson & Conference Topics 
Illustration Techniques

1. Showing motion
2. Zooming in
3. Showing, not telling
4. Adding details
5. Drawing people
6. Sneak peek
7. Showing parts of a picture/object

Other Teaching Points
1. Trying different topics/genres
2. Using sounds to spell words
3. Spacing between words
4. Matching words to illustration
5. Reading to revise my story
6. Using punctuation

Figure 2. Sample ideas for minilesson and conference topics. 
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illustrators who crafted the mentor texts we had studied. I also 
observed how the students referred often to the noticing charts 
and mentor texts as they worked on their writing pieces. I realized 
that it is important to have the noticing charts and mentor texts 
easily accessible to the students. Using this inquiry-based method 
of learning and supporting students through minilessons and 
conferences, they were able to be deeply engaged in the writing 

Days 21-24: Edit, Publish, and Celebrate!

Young students progress through several stages of writing 
development, and in one kindergarten class, it is always possible 
to have children at many different levels. Depending on a student’s 
stage of writing development, I asked questions based on their 
personal knowledge or skill level to help facilitate the editing 
process for punctuation and capitalization. For some students, 
it was important to just check for the use of a capital letter to 
begin a sentence and the use of a period to end a sentence. For 
others, we discussed how to add a variety of punctuation from 
exclamation points to ellipses and when to use capital letters for 
proper names. In regards to publishing, the book is considered 
“published” when it is complete. Through many years facilitating 
a writer’s workshop, I have found that asking students to rewrite a 
book for publication after they have already carefully considered 
how to construct their illustrations and spent valuable time 
thinking about how to write the words does not complement the 
goals of my writing curriculum or further their skills as a writer at 
this young age. However, it would be appropriate to also make a 
picture book using an app, such as Scribble Press, so that it could 
be shared or “published” for the students’ families or posted to 
a class blog. To celebrate the conclusion of our study, I invited 
a fifth-grade class to come to our kindergarten classroom, and 
my young authors and illustrators read their books and told the 
older students about the illustration techniques they used in the 
creation of their books. This “publishing party” was a celebration 
of what the kindergarteners had learned.  

Student Learning Through the Study

Throughout the illustration study, my students developed 
qualities of good writers in ways that I had not expected, and I 
learned the value of new inquiry-based instructional strategies. In 
the beginning, as they learned to notice interesting aspects of texts 
and illustrations, they began to make approximations in their 
own writing of what they had seen in the mentor texts. I watched 
as my students quickly began to try new illustration techniques 
as well as attempted new text features and punctuation. In Figure 
3, one of the kindergarten writers used a technique to show 
motion by drawing a person multiple times to demonstrate that 
his character was tumbling down a hill. The use of mentor texts, 
a new instructional strategy for me, was invaluable as a teaching 
tool and as a model of quality writing and illustrations.

Because my students had noticed in several books how the 
illustrations depicted vibrant details of a story or messages 
beyond the words, my young authors made deliberate decisions 
about their illustrations to convey a certain message or highlight 
a detail rather than just quickly drawing a picture. (See Figure 3.) 
What I did not expect was how voice began to emerge in their text 
and pictures. In Figure 3, another kindergarten writer conveyed to 
his reader the coming of an ominous storm with word choice and 
word placement, choice of blank space on a page, precise details 
in illustrations, and lines to show the motion of the lightning 
strike. His writing had been influenced by the authors and 

Showing motion 
with multiple drawings 
of people.

“Boom Bang Crack  
-It is time” using voice  
and onomatopoeia.

Showing motion 
with lines and swirls, 
text placement, details, 
and zooming in.

Figure 3. Student work samples. 
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process. Their writing stamina increased, and these five- and six-
year-old writers easily stayed on task for up to 30 minutes during 
writer’s workshop. 

 As I reflect more on this unit of study, I am excited about the 
possibilities of continuing to use mentor texts and designing 
inquiry-based units for my young students to explore new genres 
and writing techniques. I understand the importance of reading 
several texts and giving my students the opportunity to learn how 
to “read like a writer” (Ray & Cleaveland, 2004, p.14). In the future, 
I will read more mentor texts, first for understanding and then for 
close study. The students will notice text and illustration features 
to help guide their own learning. I will also allot more time for 
sharing and utilize more sharing arrangements—students sharing 
with a partner, students sharing with a small group, and students 
sharing with the class. The same is true for using more student 
examples as mentor texts. I am now saving copies of my students’ 
books to share with other students. When students talk with 
peers about their crafting techniques and see examples of quality 
student books, they are inspired and motivated to continue their 
own journeys through the writing process.

These young authors and illustrators began to write with a sense 
of purpose and take risks because they felt safe when they were 
playing—playing with pictures and words. I knew my endeavor 
with this illustration study was a success when a fifth grader said, 
as he left my room after our publishing party, “I wish I had learned 
this in kindergarten.”
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